Suppose <p:S^-T is an irreducible map of compact Hausdorff spaces, and p. : T->-M(S) the integral representation of an averaging operator for (j>. We obtain an inequality of the form iiMOII^IMI-fl('), where a(r)is a positive number depending on t. From this, some results of Amir and Isbell-Semadeni on Px spaces are shown to follow quickly and a theorem on the isomorphism of certain continuous function spaces is derived.
1. Introduction. For convenience, we consider only Banach spaces over the real numbers. In all that follows, S and Tare compact Hausdorff spaces and (f>:S-^-T a continuous onto function. The map <f> induces a linear isometry, <f>°(f)=f° (f>, from the sup-norm continuous function space CiT) into CiS), and a left inverse u: C(S)^C(T) for <j>° is called an averaging operator for <f>. Any continuous linear operator w:C(5)-*-C(T) determines and is determined by a continuous function t-*-p(t) carrying T into the set M(5) of all regular (signed) Borel measures on S with the weak* topology, and u is an averaging operator for <f> if and only if pit)i<f>'1B)=ôtiB) for each Borel subset B of T. Here ôt denotes the unit point mass measure at (. The map p is usually called the integral representation of u since t/(/)(i) = J"/c//a(/), but we will refer to it as a dual map. In case pit)i<f>~1B)=ôt(B) is satisfied for all the Borel subsets of some fixed Borel set V of T, we shall say that the dual map p averages <j> on V, and if p averages <p on T, we then say that p averages <f>. dense open subset of T and U^cp^V is an extremally disconnected topological space which cf> carries 1-1 onto V. We need only show that on U, <p is an open mapping. Let W be an open subset of U. If <pW is not open, there is a w eW and a net tx e T\<f>W such that tx->-faw). Let sxe S such that (f>(sx)=tx for all <f>. Then sx e S\W which is compact so that, passing to a convergent subnet without changing notation, we can assume sx converges to some s not in W. By continuity of <f>, fas)= lim tx=faw) which is not in K2. But s^w, a contradiction.
Corollary 3 (Amir [1] , Isbell and Semadeni [3] ). If C(T) is a Px space for A<3, and n is the largest natural number such that3 -2¡n=^X, then card <jf>_1(0=«for every t in T, where <f>:S-+Tis Gleasorismap. So ifX<.2, T is extremally disconnected.
Proposition.
Let Sa be a nontrivial compact metric space for each a. in an infinite index set A. Let S = It (a e A)SX and T a compact Hausdorff space. If there is an irreducible onto map <j> : S-*T admitting an averaging operator, then C(S) and C(T) are isomorphic.
Proof.
Let Sx denote the generalized Cantor space {0,1}^. By [4, Theorem 8.8], C(S1) is isomorphic to C(S). We will show that C(SX) is isomorphic to C(T). Since C(T) is isometric to faC(T), a complemented subspace of C(S), it follows that C(T) is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of C(Sy). Hence by [4, Proposition 8.3] , it suffices to show that C(5J is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of C(T). By Corollary 1 above there is a nonempty open set U in S such that <f> is one-one on U. U contains a set of the form il(<xe A){si, s2} where s?, si e S2 for each a e A and sl^sl for all but finitely many cue A. There is a norm preserving extension operator from C((p(U (a e A){sl, si})) into C(T), [4, Theorem 6 .6], since <f> is 1-1 on U. Hence, C(faXl(a. e A){sx, s2})) is isometric to a complemented subspace of C(T). Since S is homeomorphic to fali(ct.e A){sl,sl}), it follows that C(S1) is isometric to a complemented subspace of C(T), as desired.
